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Abstract 
This article studied the principles of movements in the horizontal part of the 
newly constructed ginning camera, which is created by the authors, of the 
cotton particles. During the movement, the cotton particles get affected by 
pressing to various surface and forceful turbulent and horizontal movements 
of the surface. Some foreign mixtures and additional unnecessary objects get 
separated by the turbulence of the various surfaces and movement of the pa-
neled stripes. Ginning efficiency and the quality of the cotton will be improved 
as the defects of the cotton particles are removed. “Cotton particle + net sur-
face” movement principle of the Cartesian coordinate system was examined 
based on the rows of Cartesian coordinate system, by dividing all sides of the 
system by m weight and has the following second ordered multiple gender 
differential formula. 
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1. A Case Study of the Technological Processes in the  
Working Camera of the Saw Gin 

The primary processing of cotton includes drying, cleaning the raw cotton from 
large and small foreign matters, ginning, cleaning, moistening and pressing the 
fiber. The main technological machine of cotton factories for processing me-
dium-fiber varieties of raw cotton is gin, the main task of which is to separate the 
cotton fiber from the cotton seeds, provided that its natural properties are pre-
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served. Gin, from the day of his invention and practical implementation to the 
present, has undergone various design changes. 

The scientists, designers and workers of the cotton ginning industry have been 
given the task of improving the quality of the raw cotton being harvested, intro- 
ducing new more advanced technological machines into the industry, moder- 
nizing existing equipment and choosing optimal operating modes, comprehensive 
mechanization and automation of production. 

A. I. Studensev [1] found that the performance of the saw gin depends on the 
efficiency of the seed output from the raw chamber, and the seed is extracted 
only from the seed comb, and not along the entire length of the grate (the layer 
of raw material and seeds moves in the direction from the periphery of the raw 
chamber to the center). A. I. Studensev correctly asserted that the presence of a 
large number of bare seeds in a raw roller was impractical. However, his con- 
clusion about the place of seed isolation was not confirmed by the studies of D. 
A. Kotov and G. I. Boldinsky [2]. The selection of seeds from the raw chamber 
occurs along the entire length of the cutting arc, but the largest number is in the 
zone of the seed comb. 

M. T. Tillyaev [3] conducted research on the influence of the raw chamber 
rotation accelerator on the main indicators of the ginning process. He found that: 
there is a close relationship between gin productivity and the speed of rotation of 
the raw chamber: with an increase in the speed of the latter, gin productivity 
increases; with an increase in the speed of rotation of the accelerator to 200 rpm, 
the performance of the gin increases intensively, and then slows down; from the 
point of view of gin productivity, the optimum rotation speed of the raw roller 
accelerator is a speed of 200 rpm; the use of an accelerator of rotation of the raw 
chamber leads to a decrease in the residence time of seeds in the raw chamber 
and, as a result, to a decrease in the content of bare seeds in it; a decrease in the 
content of bare seeds in the raw chamber leads to an increase in the number of 
seeds in it with small and large strands of fiber, as well as not ginned cotton 
particles; an increase in the content in the raw chamber of seeds with small and 
large strands of fiber leads to an increase in the fiber content of the raw mass, 
and all this taken together leads to an increase in the productivity of gin. 

In the studies of P. N. Tyutin [4], the theoretical foundations of acceleration 
and stabilization of the rotation of the raw chamber were developed and the 
parameters of accelerators that contribute to a stable area of their work were 
determined, and the possibility of combining the processes of acceleration of the 
raw chamber with additional seed isolation from the central part of the working 
chamber was found. 

In this paper, we investigated the impact of the cotton particles captured by 
the teeth of a saw on the surface of a grate (Figure 1). 

Ginning occurs at the point—A, where the cotton particles impact to the sur-
face of the grate. Here, an impact pair is a combination of two parts of the sys-
tem: “cotton particle + stationary grate of the working chamber”. The interac-
tion of system links may be accompanied not by central but by oblique impacts  
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Figure 1. Scheme of determining cotton fiber from seeds at the gin-
ning point. 

 
[5] [6]. The consideration of such regimes, in addition to using the coefficient 
K—restoration of the impact velocity normal to the surface of the grate, requires 
additional assumptions, that is, to evaluate the change in the tangential compo-
nent of this velocity. When calculating such a system taking into account oblique 
impacts, two hypotheses are used, conventionally called: viscous and dry friction 
during oblique impact. 

Let us consider the cotton particle as a material point of mass m, feeding at an 
angle α to the non-moving plane of the grate. Velocity of the cotton particle be-
fore and after impact: respectively V and V1. Then the velocity components V, 
V1 along the axes AX and AC will be: 
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y

V V
V V

α

α

=
 =
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β

β
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According to both hypotheses, the normal components—Vу, V1у speeds before 
and after the impact are related by the expression. 

1 ;y yV KV=                             (2) 

The tangential components V1x, Vx—according to the hypothesis of viscous 
friction are related. 

( )1 1 ;x xV Vλ= −                          (3) 

where λ is the coefficient of instantaneous friction upon impact. 
Equations (2) and (3)—establish a linear relationship between before and after 

impact velocity components. 
According to (3), the tangential component of the impact pulse, xm Vλ⋅ ⋅ , 

does not depend on the magnitude of its normal component and is determined 
by the coefficient λ, which depends on the properties of the surface of the grate 
and cotton particle, as well as the relative sliding speed, just as the resistance 
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force under viscous friction is proportional to the cotton particle motion speed. 
According to the hypothesis of “conditional viscous friction”, the angle of ref-

lection of the cotton particle from the grate –β is determined by the following 
dependence: 

1tg tg ;
K
λβ α−

=                          (4) 

According to the hypothesis of “conditional dry friction”, the tangential com-
ponent of the impact pulse is proportional to its normal component. In this case, 
the coefficient of proportionality is equal to the coefficient—f dry friction: 

( )1 1x x y yV V f V V− = ± −                        (5) 

The sign “+” or “−” is chosen opposite, to the sign Vx, taking into account the 
fact that impact interactions always lead to a decrease in the relative velocity of 
the cotton particle along the plane of the grate. 

In this case, the angle of reflection –β (cotton particle) is determined by the 
following dependence: 

1 1tg tg 1 ;f
K K

β α  = − + 
 

                   (6) 

If the condition: 

( )tg 1f Kα < +                        (7) 

is fulfilled, then the cotton particle does not slip along the plane, but a rebound 
occurs. In this case, gin performance will decrease. Provided: 

( )tg 1f Kα ≥ +                          (8) 

productivity increases due to the strong adhesion of the cotton particle along the 
teeth of the saw when impacting along the grate. 

According to the first hypothesis, the tangential and normal components of 
the pulse force are determined by the following dependence: 

( ) 2 sinS m Vτ λ α= −                       (9) 

( )1 cosNS m K V α= − +                    (10) 

And according to the second hypothesis: 

cossin 1 ;
cos

S m V f Kτ
βα
α

 = ⋅ ⋅ − 
 

              (11) 

coscos 1 ;
cosNS m V K βα

α
 = − ⋅ − 
 

              (12) 

Figure 2 shows the changes in the angle of reflection –β as a function of –α 
under the “conditionally viscous” hypothesis. 

2. The Study of the Regularity of Movement of a Cotton Piece 
on a Grid Surface 

The principles of movements of the cotton particle in the horizontal (AB) part of  
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Figure 2. Changes in the angle of reflection –β 
as a function of –α under the “conditionally 
viscous” hypothesis. 

 
the newly constructed ginning camera, (1) which is created by the authors 
(Figure 3). 

In the process of ginning, cotton particles that are separated from cotton 
seeds will be sent afresh to the ginning camera. In this process cotton seed 
parts that have fibers move through the AB part of the construction (1). During 
the movement of cotton particles get affected by pressing to various surface (3) 
and forceful turbulent and horizontal movements of the surface. Some foreign 
mixtures and additional unnecessary objects get separated by the turbulence of 
the various surfaces and movement of the paneled (4) stripes. Ginning efficiency 
and the quality of the cotton will be improved as the defects of the cotton par-
ticles are removed. Figure 4 shows the mathematical model of the studying prob-
lem. 

“Cotton particle + net surface” movement principle of the Cartesian coordi-
nate system, we shall examine based on the raws of Cartesian coordinate system 
[7] [8] [9]. Forces that influence to his system: 

( )0 0 0sinF t A tω= —harmonic outsider force that affect the various surface; 

1F соnst= —paneled planks force that affects to the cotton seeds with fiber; 

2 1 1хF F f Р f mg= = = —АХ inertial power by the panel; 

3 2 1F f F= ∗ —inertial force around the plank; 
Р mg= —force of the weight of the cotton particle; 

1 2,f f —inertial coefficients. 
Principles of the examined movements 
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Figure 3. Scheme of movement of a piece of cotton on a grid surface. 1—Saw 
sylinder, 2—belt conveyor, 3—cotton particle, 4—belt, 5—grate, 6—belt strip. 

 

 
Figure 4. Scheme for determining the effect of force for moving a single 
piece of cotton on a grid surface. 

 
Here: K1, K2—elastic coefficients of cotton particle by horizontal and vertical 

movements; 
N—pressing force of the cotton seeds with power to the various surface; 
α—the angle that is created by the paneled plank with vertical, grade. 
By dividing all sides of the system (1) by m weight, we shall have the following 

second ordered multiple gender differential formula: 

2 01
1 0

2 2
2

cos sin

sin cos

x

y

F AFX X t
m m m

FF N PY Y
m m m

ω α ω

ω α α

 + = − +


− + = + +





               (14) 

If we consider that movements of the particles of the cotton particle are done 
on various surfaces, we can find the normal pressing power from the second (14) 
formula. 

0;Y =  

1 3sin cos ;N P F Fα α= − −                     (15) 
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In this case, consider the following equation: 

2 01
1 0cos sin ;xF AFX X t

m m m
ω α ω+ = − +               (16) 

The general solution of the homogeneous differential equation is found in: 

;ktX e=                          (17) 

(17) → (16): 

2 2 2
1 10 0;

1
xXe kω ω= → + =                   (18) 

1 1 ;K iω ⋅= −                        (19) 

2 1 ;K iω ⋅= +                        (20) 

 

General solution: 

( ) 1 1 2 1cos sin ;X t C t C tω ω= +                  (21) 

Basic conditions: 

( )
( )
( ) 0
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X t

X V
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                  (22) 

(22) → (21) 

1 0C =                         (23) 

2 1 0 2; ;VC V Cω
ω

= =                   (24) 

Means: regularity of private fluctuation: 

( ) 0
1 1

1

sin ;
V

X t tω
ω

=                    (25) 

Consider a non-homogeneous differential equation of the second degree: 

2 1
1 cos ;xFFX X

m m
ω α+ = −                  (26) 

If we denote, 

1 cos ;xFF A
m m

α − =                     (27) 

That: 
2
1 ;X X Aω+ =                       (28) 

( .A const= ) 
We find solution (28) at X = B. 
Then: 

( )2
1 12 2

1 1

1 cos ;x
AB A B F F

m
ω α

ω ω
⋅ = → = = −             (29) 

So: 
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( )2 ;X t B=                          (30) 

Consider a non-homogeneous differential equation of the second degree: 

2 0
1 0sin ;

A
X X t

m
ω ω+ =                      (31) 

Solution: 

( ) 0sin ;X t C tω= ⋅                       (32) 

(32) → (31) → 

2 2 0
0 1 ;

A
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ω ω+ =                      (33) 
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                     (34) 

Means: we found the pattern of movement of forced oscillations, that is: 

( ) ( )3 02 2
1 0

sin ;AX t t
m

ω
ω ω

= ⋅
−

                (35) 

We have the principle of the general movement of the “cotton particle + net 
surface” or 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3 ;X t X t X t X t= + +                (36) 

( ) ( )
0 0

1 1 1 22 2
1 11 0

sin sin cos ;xV A F
X t t t F

mm
ω ω α

ω ωω ω
= = + −

−
     (37) 

It can be seen from solution (37) that the system has a pattern of forced trans-
lational harmonious movement.  

The results of these studies can be used in the design of fiber separation ma-
chines of various designs [9] [10] [11]. 

3. Conclusions 
Selecting the value of the frequency of the particular vibration—ω1 and the vi-
bration frequency of the fiber—ω0, it is possible to ensure the movement of cot-
ton particles on the net surface in a loosened form and it is possible to achieve 
the removal of various foreign matters. 

It is also possible to ensure the probability of falling bare cotton seeds from the 
net surface. 

As a result of the study, the following results were obtained: 
a) The law of the movement of cotton particles in the ginning zone was stu-

died, on the basis of which mathematical equations were obtained; 
b) The normal and tangential components of the force of impulse impact of 

the cotton particle from the grate are determined; 
c) The law of the movement of the cotton particles on the mesh surface of the 

genie is studied; 
d) The movement of cotton particle under the action of the plank of the belt 

conveyor was studied; 
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e) Studies have been conducted to solve the mathematical equations obtained 
as a result of the study. 

Confirmation 

In this manuscript, the law of motion of a single cotton particle in the ginning 
zone and the law of motion of incompletely separated cotton particles from 
point A to point B on the mesh surface of the new working camera of the saw 
gin were studied that offered and patented by the authors. The equations of mo-
tion are obtained. This process occurs until the fiber is completely separated 
from the seeds, and the peeled seeds from the fiber leave through the mesh sur-
face for the next technological process. Then the fiber is pressed after cleaning. 
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